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When Tomé de Sousa first arrived in the Portuguese col-

ony of Brazil in 1549, with the title of first governor-general

and the task of enforcing Portuguese control over the land,

one of his first responsibilities was to have a wall built

around the then-capital, Bahia. Among the listed manufac-

tured goods—scythes, axes, knives, combs—exchanged

with Indigenous populations for wood were seventy pieces

of mirror. Almost four centuries later, the mirror would

become an apt metaphor for cinema, accounting for both

the analog and the virtual, the subjective and the objective,

the social and the individual. Nonetheless, this historical

record of colonial occupation points out that both the tech-

nology and the metaphor are not neutral, let alone univer-

sal. For the colonized, the image promised by the mirror

restricted access to their own selves: a wall had been erected

with brazilwood to completely block the view.1

In 2012, two important forums for nonfiction film-

making—CPH: DOX and Sheffield Doc/Fest—each

held panels on what was then posited as a new reality:

the hybrid film. While the application of the term for

audiovisual works that combine fiction and documentary

is far from new—Edgar Morin himself used the adjective

in 1962 to describe Chronique d’un été (Chronicle of a

Summer), which he had codirected with Jean Rouch the

previous year—its transformation into a category has

elicited strong reactions.2 ‘‘I do not like the term ‘hybrid’

to describe formally ambitious documentaries,’’ Robert

Greene later wrote, while advocating for calling such films

simply ‘‘movies.’’3

In a less generic but paradoxically more evasive provo-

cation, Erika Balsom questioned the predicament of reflex-

ivity in contemporary documentary, suggesting instead

the foundation of a ‘‘reality-based community’’ where

observational cinema could stand as an ethics in a world

where alternative facts, posttruth, and fake news had

become efficient strategies of the new global right.4 Her

investment in a distinction between ‘‘narration’’ and

‘‘description’’ aimed to restore the separation that the hybrid

film never fully destroyed. Originally published in 2017,

Balsom’s piece generated a talk two years later at the ‘‘Art

of the Real’’ program at Film at Lincoln Center, followed by

a response by Toby Lee at Visible Evidence in 2018 that

reclaimed the necessity to frame the experience of ‘‘reality’’

in relation to social, economic, and cultural circumstances.

This dispute over terminology coalesces critical work, film

programming, and the documentary industry into a ‘‘global’’

arena where theoretical specificity lives and dies.5

Rarely acknowledged in generalist accounts, Brazilian

cinema has a particular stake in this discussion beyond its

current role as a laboratory for the New Right. Films like

Mario Peixoto’s Limite (1931), Linduarte Noronha’s

Aruanda (1960), Jorge Bodanzky and Orlando Senna’s

Iracema: Uma transa amazônica (1975), Walter Lima Jr.’s

A lira do delı́rio (The Lyre of Delight, 1978), Glauber

Rocha’s A idade da terra (The Age of the Earth, 1980), and

Eduardo Coutinho’s Cabra marcado para morrer (Twenty

Years Later, 1984) have created a modern Brazilian cinema

founded on taxonomic irreverence. As Robert Stam wrote,

‘‘[F]ashionable talk of postcolonial ‘hybridity’ and ‘syncre-

tism’ often elides the fact that artists and intellectuals in

Brazil and the Caribbean were theorizing hybridity over

half a century earlier.’’6

Hybridity has been used in various forms by thinkers of

and from underdevelopment including Frantz Fanon,

Néstor Garcı́a Canclini, Oswald de Andrade, and

Édouard Glissant to destabilize the blind spots of system-

atic knowledge in colonial structures that have not quite

gone away. It is ironic, then, that part of the film world has

turned this practice itself into a stable, finite category that

can then be used by the same system of knowledge it was

meant to criticize. As a brand, the hybrid film immobilizes
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‘‘becoming’’ into ‘‘being,’’ promoting both the death and

the afterlife of hybridity as a purposeful paradox that keeps

colonialism at work.

Much as the affirmation of diversity in the arts too

often preserves the vantage point of the occupier who

gives voice to or makes space for the occupied, so does

the indiscriminate use of ‘‘the hybrid film’’ in a transna-

tional network reinforce a universal lexicon.7 Radically

different works made in widely distinct contexts are

crammed under the same umbrella, with no regard for

the specific exchanges taking place in each film and con-

text. The same terminological flexibility that allows for

the circulation of these films in the international round of

festivals, grants, and critical response renders other ways

of being in the world—and other ways for films to be

films—inconceivable.

The limits of this taxonomic comfort and the presump-

tion of universality that hides behind it become all the

more evident when applied to works created by, or in

collaboration with, victims of institutionalized brutality.

The colonial entanglements of mirrors and walls are

revived in two recent Brazilian medium-length films: Sete

anos em maio (Seven Years in May, 2019), Affonso Uchôa’s

follow-up to his art-house hit Arábia (Araby, 2017, codir-

ected with João Dumans); and Ava Yvy Vera: A terra do

povo do raio (Ava Yvy Vera: The Land of the Lightning

People, 2017) by Genito Gomes, Valmir Gonçalves Cab-

reira, Jhonn Nara Gomes, Jhonaton Gomes, Edina Xi-

menes, Dulcı́dio Gomes, Sarah Brites, and Joilson

Brites—all first-time filmmakers of the Guarani-Kaiowá

ethnicity.8 Both films use collaboration, reenactment, doc-

umentation, and fabulation in order to shape traumatic

events previously rendered invisible: the mass incarcera-

tion of young men in Contagem, Minas Gerais, in the first;

and, in the second, the assassination of the Guarani-Kaio-

wá leader Nı́sio Gomes, murdered in 2011 by farmers

usurping Guarani-Kaiowá sacred land.9

In photochemical film, the term ‘‘underdevelopment’’

signifies an imprecise process that generates an image that

has never fully formed, having been partially washed

away with the fixer. In Brazilian cinema, Paulo Emı́lio

Sales Gomes defines the construction of the self within

underdevelopment as ‘‘the rarefied dialectic between not-

being and being someone else.’’10 This absence of being

characterizes the phenomenological world that these

films are accessing. The transits between reality and fic-

tion reflect an originating context where separations were

never delineated, and the relation between the real and

the fictive recalls a verse by Caetano Veloso: ‘‘Here

everything looks / Like it was still under construction /

And is already in ruins.’’

The Face of the Monster: Seven Years in May

Affonso Uchôa’s Seven Years in May is a film of simple

features. An opening title card mourns the memory of

‘‘Preto (Black), who died way too soon’’ as the sound of

footsteps anticipates the first shot, in which Rafael dos

Santos Rocha walks on a road at night, playing a character

based on his own life. The following sequence, filmed

vérité style, shows a group of young men pulling guns and

police uniforms from a storage trunk in a vacant lot. These

men embody the ‘‘policemen’’ who terrorize Rafael in per-

formative play that involves noticeable pleasure, and that

recalls both experiments in behavioral psychology and the

hyperrealistic exercises that acting coach Fátima Toledo

used when working with actors on films such as Fernando

Meirelles’s Cidade de Deus (City of God, 2002).11 The

ambiguous specificity of the name on the film’s memorial

card—‘‘Black,’’ an adjective turned name for a specific

someone who could be many—resonates in this role-

playing game: the other men are just like Rafael, but the

guns and the uniforms separate them.

After a ninety-second panoramic shot of the protagonist

limping near a power plant, carrying the effects of re-

enacted brutality in his body, a brief insert of a shot of

a fire leads to a half-profile medium shot of Rafael, with

the fire burning off-screen. His clothes imply continuity,

but this is the first time that the viewer has access to his

face. In a confessional tone, Rafael tells the story of how he

was framed, tortured, and arrested, and how that experi-

ence changed the course of his life. The shot continues,

uninterrupted, for a full seventeen minutes—more than

a third of the film’s running time.

This contrast between the integrity of duration and the

fractures of orality scramble the fictional clues planted by

the reenactment sequence at the beginning of the film, at

the same time that the fire alludes to the conventional

location of storytelling: a fireplace or campfire. After sev-

enteen minutes, once the viewer has either left the theater

or settled into the position of someone (a friend, a priest, or

a social worker) who listens, something marvelous hap-

pens: a reverse shot.

It’s hard to translate the weight of this cut without

experiencing the full duration of the uninterrupted chron-

icle that precedes it, but the shift from a primordial form of

account that is both descriptive and narrative—a talking

head—to one of the most overused conventions of
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Griffithian montage— the shot reverse shot—destabilizes

the fictive and the real, as well as the terms of the exchange

between them. When writing about in-person reenact-

ment, Ivone Margulies points out the inherent instability

that such a choice lends to the filmic utterance: ‘‘While

one’s performance of one’s own life story is easily confused

with a public reclamation of one’s self and voice . . . the

ambiguous agency of the actual protagonist turned actor

grants to these films their refractive, critical quality.’’12 In

Seven Years in May, the stability of selfhood is complicated

by both the multiple registers of reenactment and the

arrival of a fictional device in the form of a new character,

Wederson Neguinho, who initiates the following exchange

with Rafael:

NEGUINHO: You have a sad story, just as many people

I’ve met.
RAFAEL: Is your story different?
NEGUINHO: It’s just like yours.

The confessional listening developed until then suddenly

feels intrusive: the story we had heard was being told not

just to the audience, but to someone whose own story is

just like Rafael’s and who partakes in a similar experience

of reality. The film shapes their commonality in its form.

The cut between the interview shot (a documentary con-

vention) and a stiff Brechtian dialogue in shot reverse shot

enacts a productive indistinction between othering and

empathy, difference and sameness, inclusion and exclu-

sion, construction and ruins.

According to Uchôa, the long monologue was shot over

thirty times at different locations among which he planned

to cut, preserving an aural continuity throughout the

visual discontinuity. Once the improvised account started

resembling a script, he realized that the single long take

could enhance the ambiguity of registers, pushing against

the ‘‘reality-based community’’ with a reverse shot. ‘‘The

problem,’’ he concluded, ‘‘is that we live in a world where

the real is an aesthetics, and capitalism has mastered this

aesthetics. If it speaks the language of truthfulness, it be-

comes true.’’13 The question, then, is not how to fight the

unreal with an aesthetics of reality that has long been turned

against it, but how to challenge the universalism that ren-

ders this aesthetics invisible, broadening the possibilities for

being in the world and reshaping the imaged real.

The clash between Rafael’s oral account and Neguinho’s

reverse shot produces a monstrous collective memory that

gives shape to a violent experience of underdevelopment

that spreads over the entire neighborhood. In the film’s final

sequence, Seven Years in May takes one last formal leap to

express the pervasive institutionalization of this brutality in

the realm of play. It enacts a schoolyard game in which

Rafael dos Santos Rocha, limping near a power plant, in Seven Years in May.
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a large group of participants must follow the instructions

given by a single person: when he says ‘‘dead,’’ they must

crouch down; when he says ‘‘alive,’’ they must stand up. The

film literalizes the coercive training behind that facade of

taxonomic clarity—‘‘dead!’’ or ‘‘alive!’’—by having a police

officer call the shots. In this underdeveloped rendition of

Simon Says, the only possibility of survival lies in scram-

bling the binary—bringing out the deadness in the living,

the obscurity in the precise, and the fictive in the real.

Returning the Mirror: Ava Yvy Vera

The access to a felt reality becomes even more complex

when the camera is guided by an entirely different cos-

mology— one not limited to the visible world, and passed

around among filmmakers working completely outside

the documentary industry.

In the opening shot of Ava Yvy Vera, a film that

emerged from the project Imagem Canto Palavra nos

Territórios Guarani e Kaiowá, sponsored by the Federal

University of Minas Gerais (UFMG), a symmetrical tab-

leau, captured with a handheld camera, shows a single tree

in the middle of a soybean crop. The observational feeling

of the shot is complemented by an unidentified oral

account in Guarani, uttered as an in situ voice-over nar-

ration from behind the camera: ‘‘Every day I came under

that tree to make a call. It’s only safe to come at night.

There are many gunmen around here.’’ Yet here you are,

under the big bright sun, and the excessive visibility par-

adoxically destabilizes the visible: can the gunmen see

them? Are the filmmakers at risk?14

As the shot progresses, the narration shifts. Inspired

by the contextual title card in the opening of James

Cameron’s Terminator (1984), which was rendered as

voice-over narration in Portuguese in the dubbed version

released in Brazil, the voice-over segues into description,

imagining a physical space that challenges and expands

what the camera shows.15 The tree is perceived by the

filmmakers as an antenna, because it was in the only

place with cell-phone reception in their territory, and

‘‘the wind, this wind, was created by the white men,

who took down all the trees. This place was a big bush-

land, and now see what replaced it. . . . There were many

guavira fruits here . . . termite nests . . . medicine.’’

The richness of the recalled real contrasts with the

ordered sameness of the crops, as the camera gains mobil-

ity, moving toward the tree and panning around. Layers of

history coalesce in this flow between image and sound,

creating an entire landscape that, although unavailable for

indexical observation, exists in the fold between not being

and being someone else. In Ava Yvy Vera, the camera is not

the tool that provides access to reality: it is the artifact that

comes too late to document systematic extraction.

The presence of the camera nonetheless allows for a col-

lective mourning that takes many forms, from observa-

tional documentation of rituals and customs to oral

accounts, where characters mimic the sound of gunshots

and switch from Guarani to Portuguese to recall the words

used by their perpetrators. In one of the film’s most strik-

ing sequences, the characters/filmmakers wrap themselves

with vines as camouflage, describing what they did to hide

from the karai (the white men). The camera follows them

as they slink through the trees by the side of the road,

demonstrating their strategy of survival. While one of

them plays for the camera, the other describes what they

did when the camera was not there. ‘‘We went out here

and observed,’’ the voice says, as they stand by a dirt road.

‘‘We stepped out, and crossed to the other side.’’ And with

that, the other man steps out and crosses to the other side of

the road, crossing also the line between description and

narration.

The film cuts to a shot of smoke flowing up the trees, as

a female voice says off-screen: ‘‘The white men are watch-

ing us. . . . I think they saw us yesterday afternoon, when

we set up the fire, and now they found us because of the

smoke.’’ Betrayed by visibility, a group of teenagers prac-

tice what to do should the karai appear. A crackling sound

in the woods is enough to send them running around in

pantomime, hiding behind trees while keeping an eye out

for the enemy. The camera runs with them, stays with

them, ducks with them, invested in their same felt reality,

until the playfulness of the reenactment slowly gives way

to palpable tension and it is no longer clear whether the

Campfire confessional: Rafael dos Santos Rocha
prepares to tell his story.
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karai are there again or not. Can the camera ever be too

late when the tragic events are relived in daily cycles?

In their preface to the 1957 edition of The Book of

Imaginary Beings, Jorge Luis Borges and Margarita Guer-

rero wrote that ‘‘a monster is no more than a combination

of parts of real beings, and the possibilities of permutation

border on the infinite.’’16 The monstrous is the expression

of the unshaped, the affected documentation of the phe-

nomenal reality between not being and being someone

else. It is the refusal to normativize discontent. When his-

tory ascribes a different meaning to the mirror in under-

development, the metaphor of cinema is bound to reflect

that. What Seven Years in May and Ava Yvy Vera do is to

revise the terms of exchange, returning the mirror to the

forms of the occupier, creating a monstrous reflection. If

Robin Wood was right when he said that the monster is

always a return of the repressed, then underdeveloped

cinema is itself monstrous, and its vocation is to haunt.17
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